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§0, Introduction 
Let a be an admissible ordinal. Define an a-recursive function 
f :  a ~ a via the Kleene-Kripke equation calculus [3],  and call a set a- 
recursiveiy enumerable (a-r.e.) if it is the range of an a-recursive fur, c- 
tion. One can define the notion of  a-degree of an a-r.e, set, and as in 
ordinary recursion theory, the collection of  such a-degrees forrr.~s an 
upper semilattice. We prove that any a-finite partially ordered set is 
order-isomorphic to a subset of  the a-r.e, a-degrees. As a resu~lt, if one 
considers the elementary theory cya of  the ordering of  the c~-r.e, a- 
degrees for 0~ = co or a an admissible ordinal, a Z l "entence is true if 
and only if it asserts a given finite set of order relationships between a
finite number of elements, and these order relationships can be extended 
to a partial ordering of  all these elements. Hence for each such a, 5r~ 
has the same 2; l (and hence 111 )sentences. 
In the course of  proving this embedding theorem, we give a new proof 
of a priority iemma due to Sacks and Sim~son [61. That proof uses Z 1" 
substructures of La (the sets constn~ctible before a), and is very model- 
theoretic in nature. The proof was motivated by intuition obtained from 
model theory, and leads us to believe that the model-theoretic way of 
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thinking may be the best way to obtain insight into priority arguments 
in recursion theory on admissibte ordinals. Tile methods of Sacks and 
Simpson also seem to be more powerful than the methods used in this 
paper, because in certain cases they can give a bound on tile stage where 
a requirement ceases to be injured, whereas we only succeed in bound- 
ing the order-type of the set of  stages where a requirement is injured, 
On the other hand, our proof is more recursion-theoretic in nature, 
merely using the notion of cardinal of  L~. It draws on intuition obtai- 
ned from the Sacks-Simpson proof, but since it is more elementary in
nature, we feel that it is easier to follow, especially for the reader who 
is not model-theoretically oriented. 
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§ 1. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with tile Kleene--Kripke qua- 
'i:ion calculus 13, 41 or tile equivalent equation calculus of Stillwell [ 7]. 
These equation calculi define tile partial c~-recursive ftmctions for a 
given ordinal t~. In essence, one l,,as the ust~al definition of p,-u-tial recur- 
sive function plus a least upper bound fun~:tion (1.u.b.) which is partial 
a-recursive. An ordinal a is said to be admissible, if given any partial ~- 
recursive function f, and any a-finite .~: c_ a, where x is a subset of the 
domain of.i, then f(x)  is ~-finite. Henceforth, a will be ~m admissible 
ordinal. 
Associated with every e is its pro/ecttlm ~*, i.e., a* is the least ordinal 
such that there is a one-ol,,e ~-recursive function with domain c~ and 
image a subset of t~*. Following G6del [ 1 ], one constructs by induction 
the hierarchy of constructible sets indexed by the ordinals. Let L,~ be 
the set of sets constructible before ~. The ordinals of L ,  are just the 
ordinals < ~./3 is a cardi;~al of L,~ if for all y < t3, there is no one-one 
function iu L a with domain ~ and linage "y. The introductiol~ of  cardi- 
iaals of L,~ to priority a~3uments in a-recursion theory is due to Sacks 
and Simpson [6]. Given any set B ~ 1.~,, we define the cardinality of B 
(card (B)) to be the least ordinal 7 such that there is a one-one function 
f in  L~ such that the domain of f is B and the image of  f is 3'. We note 
that i fB ~ L~, then card (B) is a cardinal of L~. Also, if a* < a, then 
c~* is the greatest cardinal of L a. 
A cardinal/3 of L,~ is called regular if given any B ~ L a. such that 
card (B) < t3 in L~, and such that all the elementa orb  are cardinals</3, 
then l.u.b. ~7 : 7 ~ B } </3. If we relax this definition to require that the 
elements of B are ordinals of cardinality </3 in L,~, then the two defini- 
tions are equivalent. A cardinal (3 of L,~ is singular if it is not regular. 
Note that any singular cardinal of  L a is the limit of regvlar cardinals of  
L~, 
A subset B of ~ is said to be ~-rec~trsh,ely uumerable (a-r.e.) if B is 
the image of an a-recursive function. B c" a is e~-recursive it" both B and 
B (the complement of B) ale a-r.e. B ~ a is bounded if there is a/3 < a 
such that for ~:il x, i fx  E B then x < t3. Finally B c_c_ a is a-finite i fB is 
~-recursive and bounded. 
Given an a-recursive fut~ctio~ f, let .1"1 o be defined by .fl o (x) = y if and 
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only if x < o and f(x) = y. I f  B c__ a, let B I a = ~ y : y E B and y < o ). 
Given an a-r.e, set B, we say that B is regular, if for all o < a, B I o is a- 
finite. 
Let B c_ a. Thenf  a will denote the characteristic function of  B, i.e., 
the function with domain a such that 
: fn (x )  = 
0 x? -B ,  
1 xEB.  
Note that B is a-recursive if and only if)'B is an a-recursive function. 
We will make no distinction between a set and it,,, characteristic func- 
tion. 
We note the following properties of admissib!~ ordinals, i f  B c a, 
then B is a-finite if and only i fB ~ L~. Also, i fB  is a-r.e, and there is a 
~< a* such that for all x, i fx  ~ B then x </3, then B is a-finite. 
By an a-algorithm with oracle B we will mean a finite set of  instruc- 
tions which consists of delineating a sequence of  steps to be perfomaed 
such that at each step, either an a-finite computation is made, or a ques- 
tion of the form M c_. B and N c_ ~ is asked where M and N are a-finite 
sets, and once answered by the B oracle, the answer determines the pas- 
sage to the next step as pre,~cribed by the instructions. We say that C is 
a-recursive in B (C <-~, B) !f there are a-algorithms cI, and ~I, witta oracles 
B such that i fM is any a-finite set and M is given as input to ~ (or ~),  
(or q,) gives output "yes" or "no"  after performing an a-finite com- 
putation; furthermore, ~p gives answer "yes"  if and only i fM c C, and 
~I, gives answer yes if and only i fM c_ ~. 
Let a be a fixed admissible ordinal, and let/1 <- ~. Ca!! g : a -~ ~ a 
tame ~z-fimction if there is a partial a-recursive function g' :a X a --" 
such that 
(1.1) g(x)=y~--~(3o)(r)(r>-o-~g'(r ,x) isdef inedandg'(r ,x)=.v),  
i.e., g(x) -- lim g'(r, x); 
(1.2) (x)(3 y)(g(x) = y), i.e., g is to~:d: 
(1.3) (z)(3o)(w)(x)(w<_z<-#andg(x)=w)-~(r)(r>-o-~(g'(r ,x)  
is defined and g'(r, x) = w))); 
(1.4) (z)(3 a)(w)((w <- z <- # and (x)(g(x) ~ w)) -~ (r)(u)((r >- o and 
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g'(r, u) is defined) -+ g'(r, u) 4: w)) : (1.3) and (1.4) say that any 
initial segment of  the'image o fg  is an initial segment o f  the im- 
age ofg'(z,  x) considered as a function ol"x, for all sufficiently 
large r; 
(1~5) (o)(x)(y)((g'(o, x) is defined and g'(o, y) is defined and x =/- y) 
~. g'(o, x )~ g'(o, y)), i,e,, g'(o, x) consideicd as a function of x,, 
!s one-one for all o: and 
(1.6) Let R(x, o) be true if and only if g'(o, x) is defined. Then 
R(x, o) is an ~-recursive predicate. 
Note that i fg is a one-one =-recursive function, then g is a tame £2" 
function, with g'(o, x) = g ~,(x). 
As indicated by Kripke [3] and [4],  for any B c =, there is an enu- 
meration {{8: B ): 6 < = } a-recursive in B, of all relations which are com- 
putable via ~-algorithms with oracle B. In particular, if A <-= B, then 
there is a 8 < ~ such that A = {6;B}. We will be interested in enumera- 
tions generated b~ tame Z2-functions; i fg is a tame £2-functim~., g :a-+tS, 
we will call t~ g-I  (8); B}: 6 < 13} the B-enumeration generated by g. Note 
that the B-enumeration generated by g enumerates exactly the same 
relations as the enumeration mentioned above (which is generated by 
the it{entity function on c~). l fB  is regular and C<_~ B, then i fC  = {e;B}, 
then for every o~-finite set M, there is a y such that the question is 
M c_ C (is M g C) which is answered via the eth a-algorithm with oracle 
B, is answered in exactly the same way by the eth a-algorithm with 
oracle BI z for all z >- y. Let {e, B}o be the partial function defined by 
{e, B} o(y)  = z if and only i fy <_ o and z <_ a and the eth ~,lgorithm 
with oracle B decides that {e; B}(y) = z in less than o-many steps. Thus 
i fB is regular, we will have that {e;B} = lira {e;Bla}¢,. 
Finally, we note that as in recursion theory on co, for all admissible 
ordinals ¢~, there exist a-mcursive pairing functions k, rez ~ and re2 such 
that/," : a X a + a is one-one and onto, re1 : a + u, ~2 : a --, a, and 
7r 1 k(x. y) = x~ re 2 k(x, y) = y, and k(rq ix), ¢¢l(x)) = x for all x and y. 
Let {x, y> denote k(x, )'). the ordered pair with first element x and 
second element y. Ordered triples can be defined by (x, y,  z) = 
((x, y), z), 
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§2. The priority lemma 
Before we proceed any further, we would like to motivate what we 
are about to do. 
The finite injury priority method for ordinary recursion theory is a 
combinatorial procedure. An attempt is made to construct sets, usually 
r.e. sets, having certain properties. There is a construction during which 
attempts are made to satisfy a recursive set of  requirements. (Ti~e con- 
struction itself may utilize certain properties of  co. In general, when 
trying to lift theorems from ordinary recursion theory to a-recursion 
theory, the construction will have to be modified, or, as in the case of 
the maximal set construction, there will be sol le admissible o,'dinals for 
which the theorem is false. In our particular case, the ordinary recursion 
theory construction need not be modified. Tile only difficulty lies in 
preserving the reducibility of one set to another, say A to B. When the 
construction is lifted, the proof that A is Turing reducible to B, lifts to 
a proof that A <-wa B, and we desire A <-4 B. But the sets constructed 
are regular, so with little extra effort, one in fact gets A <-4 B.) 
During the course of the construction, attempts are made to satisfy 
certain requirements (i.e., certain ~quirements receive attention) as the 
constructio~ proceeds inductively through the set of  stages < co. At a 
given stage, :it may be desirable to make an attempt to satisfy many re- 
quirements, but we may only have the ability to attempt to satis~ one 
requirement. Furthermore, satisfying such a requirement may interfere 
with the satisfaction of a requirement which we have previously satisfied. 
Hence we give preference to certain requirements via priorities. We at- 
tempt o satisfy the requirement of highest priority for which such aa 
attempt is desirable at a given stage, and do not allow this attempt o 
interfere with the satisfaction of any requirements of higher priority. 
If the construction has the property that given a requirement R and ~i 
stage s such that no requirement of higher priority than R ever rec~qv~s 
attention at any stage greater than s, then R receives attentio~.l only 
finitely often after stage s, then w,~ say that we used the finite injury 
priority method. If then follows from the fact that to is a regular car- 
dinal, that for each requirement, the set of stages at which we desir~ to 
attempt to satisfy the requirement, but are prohibited from doing so by 
priority considerations, i  finite. TL~s is the argument that finite injury 
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priority constructions have in co,ninon; and the two major ingredients 
which make the proof work are the regularity of co, and the recursive- 
ness of the priority system. '~ 
It is not necessary, however, for the priority system to be recursive. 
It is sufficient o have a recursive sequence of recursive approximations 
to a priority system, such that any initial segment of the priority system 
is the same initial segment for all sufficiently large approximations. This 
is what we guarantee in the definition of a tame Zz-function. Hence a 
tame ~2-function isjust a function which generates a priority system, 
and for which we have a nice sequence of approximations. 
For a-recursion theory, not every admissible ordinal is a regular car- 
dinal of  L. Thus if we use the priority system obtained from the standard 
indexing of requirements (~enerated by the identity function), the length 
of the indexing will be t~. and 0~ will not, in general, look enough like a 
regular cardinal of L to get bounds on the set of stages where an initial 
segment of requirements (under the priority ordering) receives attention. 
Hence we try to find priority systems, shorter than ~, and such that the 
ordinality of the length of the priority, system looks enough like a regular 
cardinal of L. 
The first case is when a is the limit of cardinals of L,~, hence the limit 
of  regular cardinals of L~. We have all the regular cardinals we need to 
get the desired bounds, and we just use the standard indexing (priority 
system generated by the identity function) of requirements. If a is not 
the limit of cardinals of La, then there is a greatest cardinal,/3, in L,~. 
The second case is when ,~* < a. Then ~ = a*, and there is a recursive 
projection from a, one-one into t~*. An example of such an a is co cx , 
the least non-recursive ordinal. Priority arguments using svch a recursive 
projection to generate a priority system of length co for co cK are com- 
mon, and were introduced by Sacks. If a* < a, then either a* is a regu- 
lar cardinal of L a, or the limit of  regular cardinals of L,~, hence again we 
have sufficient regularity to get the desired bounds. 
The third and fourth cases are interrelated. The first example which 
used a non-recursive tame Z2-function for generating priorities was due 
to Sacks. He noted that if we look at the toth Y. I -substructure of L, we 
can piece all the recursive projections from the ordinalities of the pre- 
vious Z l-sub~tructures of L together, to get a new projection into co 
which can be used to ge~aerate a priority system. Our definition of tame 
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2;2,function was motivated by this example, and we abstracted the im- 
portant properties of  Sack's function to obtain the definition. 
The basic question is, how regular need a be, i.e,, how closely must 0~ 
resemble a regular cardinal of  L to get the desired bound. We look at 
two alternative defnit ions: a is a regular cardinal of  L if there is no de- 
finable union, over a definable index set of  cardinality < a, o f  defina~ale 
sets of cardinality < ~, which yields a set of cardinality a, and a is a re- 
gular cardinal of  L if a has cofinality ~ in L, i.e., there is no definable 
function g with domain/j, ~ < (x, and image a set of  ordinals, all < ~, 
which is cofinal with a. Since all constructions are c~-effective, we have 
enough regularity if in either definitions above, we replace definable with 
2;2-definable over La. 
We define the 2;2-cofinality of a (a variant of  Stil!well's definition of 
the recursively enumerable cofinality of a) tc be tile least ordinal ~ -< a 
such that there is a function g which is 2;2 over L~ and has domain 
and image a set of ordinals < a and cofinal with a, If tile ~2"c°finality 
of 0~ equals 0t, then we have enough regularity to get tile desired bounds. 
If tile 2; 2-cofinality of  a is ~ < a, then we can get a tame 2;,-function 
with domain a, and image either/3 or/3. ~j. If the image is/3, then since 
/3 is a cardinal o f  La, we can get the desired bounds as in the second case. 
If we cannot get such a function with image 13, then a* = (x and we use 
13- ~ as the length of our priority system, and we handle requirements in
blocks of length ft. Witkin each block, we use a cardinality a~ument,  
since we only have ~ many requirements o look at. Since a* = a, there 
must exist a stage a such that no requirement in the first block receives 
attention at any stage > a. We can continue in this way for successor 
ordinals. At limit ordinals, if we define h(v)  to be the Iirst stage such 
that no requirement in block v receives attention at any later stage, 
then h is a ~2-function, hence we can keep the induction going u;~ to 
by definition of tile X2-cofinality of a. 
We note that if we define the tame 2; 2-projectum of a to be tile least 
ordinal "y such that there is a tame 2;2-function f :  a ~ 3', then we can al- 
ways use 7 as the length of a priority system for indexing requirements. 
This is a more uniform way of doing th in~ than our split into cases. 
At this point, however, we feel that our split into cases is more intuitive. 
Througho~.lt this section, a will denote a fixed admi~ible ordinal. 
Assume that we have an ot-recursive set of  requirements iR e : e < ~ ). 
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The R e will be well-ordered by a Z 2 relation: has higher prio~qty them. 
There will be a construction proceeding inductively through the set of 
stages to : o < a i, and for each such o, there will be an a-finite well- 
ordering of  an ~-finite subset of  tR e :e < ~}, has higher priority than at 
stage o, Let P(x,) ' ,  o) denote tile relation "x has higher priority than y 
at stage o"  lad let P(x, y)  denote the relation "x has higher priority 
than y".  ,'hen P(x, y, o) will be an a-recursive relation, and 
(2.1) P(x ,y )~ (3 e)(r)(r  > _ o-~P(x ,y ,z ) ) .  
We define P(x, 3', a) by cases, 
Case 1. L~ has no greatest cardinal. Then P(x, y, o) wi!l be generated 
by tile identity function" ?(x, y. o) ~-~ (x ~ a and y <_ o and x = R i and 
y = R i and i < D. Note that by (2.17, P(x, y)  ==~ (x = R i and y = R/and 
i< j ) .  
Case 2. L~ has a greatest cardinal/3 < a, and there is ~ o~le-one 0~-re- 
cursive function J': ~ -~ (3, Note that ~ = a*; and if there is a one-one a- 
recursive function g • a-~ % then '~/~ ~*; and whenever a* < ~, there is 
a one-one ~-recursive function I, :a -~ a*. P(x, y, o) will be generated by 
such an f ,  P(x, y, o) ~=~ (x ~ a and y <- o and x = R i and y = Rj and 
.f(i) < f( j)) .  Note ~hat by (2.1), P(x ,y)  ,=~ (x = R i andy  = Rj and 
f ( i )  < f(j~). 
Case 3, L~ has a greatest cardinal ~3 < ~, and there is no)" as in Case 2, 
but there is a tame ~2 functi°n f l  "~ ~ ix "x </3. ~l) for some ~1 < ~" 
Let ~ be the least/~1 for which such a tame Y~2 funct i°nf l  exists, and 
let f be such an f l  for ~. Let f '  be the function corresponding *.o f in tile 
~., 
definition of tame ~ function. Then P(x, y,  o) will be genera~-:ed by ~, ; 
P(x, y, o7 ~=~ (x ~ u and y ~ o and x = R i andy. = R/a~l  f l (o,  i)A~de ...... 
fined and f ' (o,  it is defined and f ' (o,  i) < f ' (o ,  ])). (By (1.5), 
kxyP(x,  y, o) is a well-ordering for all o, and by ( 1.6), the relation 
P(x, y, o) is ~-recursive.) It follows easily from ( 1.1 ), (1.2), and (2.1) 
that P(x, y)  "=~ (x = R i and y = R i and f( i)  < f ( / ) ) .  From ( 1.1 ) - (  1.57, 
it foUows that P(x, y)  is a well-ordering of  I R e • e < a} of order type 
Case 4. L~ has a greatest cardinal t3 < ~, and there is no function f as 
in Case 2 or Case 3, Then P(x, y, o) will be generated by the identity 
function on ~, as in Case 1. 
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By the priority of a requirement Re, we mean tile ordinal associated 
with R e in the set of requirements well-ordered by "has higher priority 
than". A similar definition holds for the ptioriO, e rR  e at stage e, By 
Rp( 0 we will mean the requirement of  priority i, and by Rpt~a ~ we will 
mean the requirement of priority i at stage a, i~ such a requirenaent 
exists. 
A construction will be generated by a finite set of  instructions which 
will dictate an a-recursive procedure to be tbliowed, and will proceed 
inductively through the stages ~o : e < a~. At stage a in tile construction, 
certain requirements may require attention. The construction will obey: 
(2.2) I fR  e requires attention at stage o, then R i, the requirement of  
highest priority at stage o which requires attention at stage o 
will receive attention at stage o. Whea ,ilis happens each requi- 
rement not of higher priority than that of R~ at stage o, except 
for R i, will be injured at stage o, and will require attention at all 
stages r such that o < r <_ r', wheta, r' is the least stage > o at 
which such a requirement receives attention if such a stage exists, 
and otherwise will require attention at all stages r > o. 
A requirement R e is said to be permanently discharged if there is a 
stage o such that for all z >- o, R e does not require attention at stage r; 
and if o I is the least such if, we say that R e is permanently discharged 
at stage o~. We assume tt~at a construction also has the following pro- 
perty: 
(2.3) Given a stage o and a requirement R e - Rptz) such that for all 
r >-- o R e = Rpt i ,  r) - Rpo ). Assume that each requirement R i of 
higher priority than that of R e has been permanently discharged 
befole stage a. Then there are only finitely many r >- o such 
that R e receives attention at stage r. 
Let/a be the order type of  the set of all requirements, well-ordered by 
"has higher priority than". For each i < ta and o < o~, let T/a = ( r : r >~ o 
and Rpo ) receives attention at stage r }. For each o < t~ and collection 
of requirements q~, let Ta(C~) = U t T~/: Rp( 0 ~ qq). For each collectiol,. 
of requirements q~, let o(q~) be the least stage o such that for all r >- o 
and RpO 3 ~ qe, Rp(i,r) = Rpt o if such a stage exists~ and let olq~ ) be un- 
defined otherwise. We note the ibllowing: 
(2.4) Let 3' be a regular cardinal of  La. Assume that S = Ui~ t S i is such 
that card (/) < 7, card (S i) < "y for each i ~ I, and there is a stage 
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(2.5) 
(2,6) 
(2.7) 
o of a construction such that for all i ~ I, S~' is defined and a- 
finite, and S ° = S i. Then card (S) < 3'; 
c/~ c_C_ e5 ~ ((T~(C£) q 7x'(6) and (o(c~) is defined and o(eS) is 
defined)) ~ a(rE ) <- 0(6 )); 
?, -<. r < a ~ T~ --2_ Tf for all i < Or; and 
if i </a, j </a, then (o)(i ~ ] ~ 77/ n 77 = 0). 
Lamina 2.1. Let a construction be gh,en. Let 3" be a regular infinite car- 
dinal o f  La. Let ~ be an a-finite set o f  requirements o f  eardinality < 3", 
and assume that o('~) exists. Let o be such that o >- o (~)  and 
card (T~/) < 3" fbr  all i such thor R,,~i; ~ct~. Then card (T~(~))  < 3'. 
Proof, Define the parti~'.i function g by g(0) = the least stage r >- o such 
that t'or some Rp~ 0 ~ ~,  Rim- ) receives attention at stage r, and for each 
;k > 0, g(M = the leas~ stage r such that r > g(u) for all v < X and Rp( 0 
receives attention at s~age r for some Rp(~3 ~ c~. Since c~ is a-finite, g is 
partial tx-recursivc, Note that~tlle domain o fg  is an initial segment of a. 
If g(3') is defined, let Q7 = {r : r E T~/and r < g(3')), and 
Q"(Q~) -- LI {Q~ :Rp( 0 E oR). For all i such that Rp( 0 E Q~, QC] c_ T~ 
and Q~ is a-finite; hence card (Q~') < 3'. Since g is strictly increasing, 
r ~ Q~ for some i such that Rp(t) E el~ if and only if r has been placed 
in Q~' before stage g(3'). Applying (2.4) to Qo(~)  U Qi :Rp6) 
we conclude that card (QO(C~)) < 3'. But g restricted to {v : v < 3' } is a 
one-one a-finite map from its domain onto Q°(~) ,  hence 
card (Qa(~))  = 3'. This yields a contradiction, so g(3') is not defined. 
But then g has a-finite domain, hence its inaage must be e-finite, Let o 0 
be a stage such that o 0 > g(;k) for all ~, such that g(),) is defined. Then 
T ~ 77/for some i such that Rp( 0 6"c~ if and or.ly if r has been placed in 
77/ before stage cr 0. Applying (2.4) to Ta(e~) = IJ {77/:Rp( 0 E~) ,  we 
conclude that card (T~(q~)) < 3'. 
Lemma 2,2. Assume we are given a construction. Let ~l be a regular in- 
finite cardinal o f  L~. Let Rp~ ) be a requirement, and let ~ be an a- 
finite collection o f  requiremen ts o f  eardinality < *t such that jbr  all k, 
Rp(k) EaR -~ k < i. Let d = ~Rp(k) : k <_ i}. Let o be a stage satisfying 
(2.8) o >_ o(6) ;  
(2.9) (k < u)(Rptk) ~ c~ _~ card (T~) < 7);and 
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(2. I0) (k < I~)((Rp(~) ~ t-~ and k < i) -~ Rp(k) has been permanently 
discharged before stage o). 
Then card (/7/) < 3". 
Proof. For each r ~ 77/, let ~I,(~-) be the least v > r such that 
(3/c)(Rp(~) ~ ,~ and Rptk) receives attention at stage v). Let 
S v = {r: r ~ T~t and r is the v-th element of{~ :~ ~ ~ and ~(~) = qqr))}. 
For each v, note that if o I , a 2 ~ S~ and e I 4:02 , ihen q~(a I ) * #(o25. 
Assume that S,, ~ 0 for some v >_ oJ. Hence there is a r ~ T~/ such that 
V = {~ : ~ ~ 77/ and #(~) = ~(r)~ has order type > to. Let 
V = {r 0 < r 1 < ... < r ~ < ... }. By (2.8), (2.2) and (2.3), there is a 
such that r 0 < 3, < T,~, and a requirement Rpl]~, such that / < i and 
Rpo 3 requires and receives attention at stage ),. Since o <- r 0` by (2. I 0), 
Rpo ~ ~ ~ ; hence ~( r  o) <- 3,. But then ~( r  o) ~ ~ < r~ < qx(r,o ) = q~(r o), 
yield,-'.ng a contradiction. Hence for all v >_ 6o, S v = 0. Let 
S O = ~r: r ~ 77/and ~t,(r) is not defined}. By (2.105 and the definition 
of * ,  if r ~ S 0, no requirement Rt~tk ) such that k < i receives attention 
at any stage > r. Hence by (2.8), (2.25, and (2.35, S O is finite. 
For all v such that I <_ v < o~, let h,, : S v -, T°(C~) be defined by 
by(r) = #(r) .  Note that S v is a-recursive and h~ is a one-one partial a- 
recursive function for eacll such v. 
By (2.10), T~(cS)= T~(C'~)o T/~ and T°(C~)and T o are a-recursive 
sets. By (2.55, (,..8~, aod (2.9), we can apply Lemma ,. ~1 to°~;  hence 
card (T°(°~))< 3'. In fact, by the proof of  Lemma 2.1, there is a stage 
o I such that for all r, r ~ T~(9~) if and only if r has been placed in 
T~(C~) before stage ~.  Since S O is finite, there is a stage 02 >__ ot such 
that for all r, r ~ S O if and only if r has been placed in S O before stage 
02. Hence 77 is enumerated before stage o 2, and each h~,, v < w, is de- 
fined on atl of its domain at stage o 2 . At stage o~, if 1 <- v < to then h,, 
is a oae-one a-finite function from Sv into T°(e~), so card (S,,) < 3". 
So at stage o 2, we can apply (2.45 to T~/= LI iS,, : v< ~)  to conclude 
that card (7'7/) < % if "r > w. But if 3" = to, then e~ is a finite set of  re- 
quirements, and it follows by an easy induction argument using (2.2) 
and (2.3), that card (T 7) < to. 
s 
I.emma 2.3. Assume we are given a construction, a~d that (3 is tile grea- 
test cardinal o f  L a. Let ~ = { Rpo ~ } be an ~-recursile set o f  requirements 
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such that the order O'pe o f  S = {i : Rp( 0 E Q~ }is fl, Let o be a stage sa- 
tisl)'O~g 
(2.1 1) (i)(Rp( 0 ~ "~-~ card (77/)</3). 
Assume that there is no one-one e-recursive j )mction g :t~ -~ {x :x </3"/3}. 
7"hen the order O'pe o]" ~r : r E 2x'(~)} is < a, 
Proof. Assume tl, at the lemma is false. Express S as {s e :e < 13 ) where 
e < ] if and only i f s  e < sp Since we assume the lemma to be false, and 
since T°(C~) is a-recursive, the function h : ~ ~ pr(c~) which enumerates 
the elements of  T°(9~) in order of  magnitude, is a total, one-one, u-re- 
cursive function. Define the partial function xp by q~(x) = t3. ~ + 7 / i fx  
is the ~Tth element of y/o in order of magnitude, and i = s~. q~ is well- 
defined by (2.7). By (2.1 1), ~I, is one-one, and since ~ is a-recursive, 
xl, is partial t~-recursivc. Note that the domain of ,.I, is T° (oR) and the 
image o f  ~P is a subset o f  {x : x </3./3 }. Hence g = ~I, o h is a total, one- 
one, a-recursive funct ion,  with image a subset of  { x : x </3./3 } contra- 
dicting the hypothesis of  the lemma. Hence the lemma must be true. 
Lemma 2.4, Assume we are gi, en a construction, a *`  = o~, and/3 is the 
greatest cardinal o f  L a. Let ~ be an a-finite set o f  requiremen ts, and 
let o >- o(~) .  Let ~ be the order type o f  S = { i : RvO ) ~ c~ }. Assume 
that for  all i such that Rp( 0 E cl~, the order type o f  T~i < a, and that for  
aU ~' <_ ~, there is no tame E 2 funct ion g : a -~ {x : x < t3" ~'}. Then the 
order O'pe o f  T°(¢~) is < a. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on ~. Hence we can assume that the 
lemma is true for all qq whose ;:orresponding S has order type rl < ~. 
It then suffices to prove the lemma for the 9~ above. Assume that t~e 
lemma is false. Express S as {s e : e < ~ } where s e < s i if and only if 
e < j. We will define a partial a-recursive funct ion h : a × ct ~ { x : x < 
/3" ~ } bv induction on steps {5 •/i < a} At step 5, sets QS will be defi~led e 
exactly for those e such that s e ~ S, satisfying 
(2.12) for all t5 and i~ i f i  "- s e then Q8 e ~ 7}1/. 
We say that e is persistent at step r if there is a k < r such that for all v 
where k <- v <_ r, Q~ = Q~, and such that for all v where k <- v < ~" and 
all x ~ Q~, h(v, x) is def ined and h(u, x)  = h(k, x);  and for such a k we 
~y that e is persistent at step r through k. 
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Step 0: h(0, x) is undefined for all x. I f  0 ~ T 7 for all i such that 
Rpt0 ~ c~, let Qe ° = 0 for all e </L  Otherwise, by (2.7), there is a unique 
i such that 0~ 7~/and Rt, t0 ~ oR. Let i =s/. Define QO = {0}, and Qe ° =0 
for all e </ j  such that e ~ ]. 
~<6 Qe Step 8, ~ > 0: If 8 $ T~/ for all i such that Rp( 0 ~ c~, let Q~ = IJ ~' 
for all e </~. Otherwise, by (2.7), there is a unique i such that 8 ~ 7v and 1 
= ' ! for Rp( 0 ~ 9L Let i s/. Define Q~ = LJ~,<sQ) \ u ~8,, and Qe ~ = O~< s 
• all e < ~ such that e ~ i. 
Search for the least e <- 5 such that e is not persistent at step ~. (Note 
that this search is a-finite.) If no such e exists, then for each r <- ~, there 
is a v(r) such that r is persistent at step ~ through v(r), and the map 
r -~ ~(r) is a-finite. For all r such that r ~/, if/exists in the preceding 
paragraph, and r <_ ~ define h(6, x) = h(la(r), a ) for all x e QUr(r). h(8, x) 
will be undefined for all other values o fx .  
If an e exists as in the preceding paragraph, let it be fixed. For all 
r <_ 6 such that r is persistent at step 8, define p(r) as in the preceding 
paragraph. For all r < ~ such that v(r) is defined, define h(8, x) = 
h(ta(r)., x) for all x such that x ~ Q~. For all other x such that x $ Qe s , 
h(6, x )  will be undefined. Search for a one-one a-fi~ite function 
h' : Q] --,/L Such a function can be found since Q~ is a-finite, and ~ is 
the greatest cardinal of  L~. For all x e Qe ~ , define h(8, x) =/3- e + h'(x). 
This completes the construction of h. Note that the construction of 
h satisfies (2.12) aPd tt-,at by (2.7) and (2.12), h is well-defined. 
Since we have assumed that the lemma is false, there is a total func- 
tion O:a  -, T~(C~), enumerating T~(~'~) in order of magnitude. Since 
C~is a-recursive, T° (~)  is a-recursive, hence O is a-recursive. Define 
g' :a X a ~ !x :x  </~. ~} by g'(r, x) =h(r ,O(x) ) .g '  is clearly partial a- 
recursive. Define g by g(x) = y ¢=~ (~ T)(r/)(ri >-- r -~ (g'(rl. x)  is defined 
and g'(r/, x) = g'(r. x) = y)). g is clearly well-defined. We will show that 
g is a tame 2? 2 function with domain a and image ~ ~x :x < ~. ~ ). This 
wil! yield a contradiction, and so the iemma will be proven. First, how- 
ever, we need the following lemma about the construction of h. 
Lemma 2.5. For all i such that Rp( 0 ~ cl~ and i = s e. there is a step v(e) 
such that for  all r > v(e) and all e' < e, e' is persistent at step r through 
v(e). 
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Proof. By induction on (e : i = s e and Rp( 0 E cE }. The lemma trivially 
holds for e = 0. 
I fe  =/+ I and i = s i, then since the order type of  77/ is a-finite, and 
since the construct ion e~.umerates ~ in order of magnitude and 77/ is 
a-recursive, by (2.12), there is a step o I >_ o such that Qf = T~ for all 
5 ~ a I . Let a 2 = max(a I + 1, t,(j)). Note that fer all e' < j ,nd  all 
r > a2, e' is persistent at step r through o 2 . By the construct ion o f  h, 
i f / i s  not persistent at step o I , then / i s  persistent at step a 1 + 1; and 
since Q~ = ~ for all 5 >- o I and o 2 >_ o 1 + l , j  is persistent at step r 
through a 2 for all ~- > o 2 . Hence we can let v(e) = ~r 2 . 
Finally, consider the case where e = ?~, h a limit ordinal. Let 
~ '  = iRp~k~ : Rptk) ~ C~and k =sj  and/< X}. Let~ '  have order type 
~'. Then ~' < ~. If the order type of  T~ (c~) is ~, then since c~, c__ ~,  by 
(2.5) and since we have assumed that Lemma 2.4 holds for all e5 of  or- 
der type </~, we would have by Lemma 2.4, that there is a tame 2; 2 
function f '  : a -~ (x : x </3 .3 '  ~ for some 3' <- ~'. But this contradicts the 
hypothesis o f  Lemma 2.4 for°g,  f lence the order type o f /~(c~, )  must 
be a-finite. But T~(~ ') is a-recursive and is enumerated by a construc- 
t ion in order of  magnitude; so there is a a2 such that i fx  ~ T° (c'R'), x 
has been enumerated in T°(Q~ ') beibre step o 2 . Hence for all ~ _>- o 2 
and all k such that Rp(k) ~ Q~', if k = s: and j is the least o such that o is 
not persistent at step 5, then/ i s  persistent at all steps r > 8. Hence by 
the definit ion of  ~ '  the construct ion of  h, and tt:,~ choice of  o a, if 
o 3 = o2 + ~', then for all r > ~3 and a l l /<  ~,,j is persistent at step r 
through 03 . Hence we can let v(e) = ~3. This concludes the proof  of 
Lemma 2.5. 
We now continue with the proof  of  Lemma 2.4. 
Clearly g and g' satisfy ( 1,1 ), ( i .5) ,  and (1.6). Assume x < ~. Then 
O(x) < a and O(x) ~ Q~ for some e and 5. Applying Lemrna 2.5, there e 
is a ~,(e + I) such that for all r >- u(e + 1), h(r, O(x)) = hO.(e + 1), O(x)), 
hence (1.2) is satisfied. 
Let u and ~ be such that/3, r/<_ g(u) < ft. (r~ + 1). Let i be such that 
i = s~÷ l if such an t exists. I f  such an i exists then by Lemma 2.5, g' sa- 
tisfies (1.3) and (1.4). I f  no such i exists, we note that since g(u) -'2_ ~ rl, 
there is an i such that i = sn. Then we can cont inue the induct ion proof  
o f  Lemma 2.5 one more time toe  = r/+ I, and as in the casee =/+ 1 in 
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the proof of  Lemma 2.5, u(r/+ 1 ) exists and is < a Hence again g' satis- 
fies ( 1.3) and ( 1.4). But then g is a tame ,v 2 function g : a ~ (x : x < ft. ~} 
contradicting the hypothesis of  Lemma 2.4. This completes the proof 
of  Lemma 2.4. 
Theorem 2.6. Assume we are given a construction, l:or each ~1 < ta, h't 
9~ n = {Rp( 0 : i < r?}. Then o(9~ n ) exists. Also, every requirement is per- 
manent ly discharged. 
Proof. We proceed by cases, depending on the properties of  a, i.e., de- 
pending on how priorities for the construction are generated. 
Case 1. L~, has no greatest cardinal. We proceed by induction on 
(6 : 8 < a }. At step 6 of  the induction, let 3' be a regular infinite cardinal 
of L~ such that 3' > 8, 7 exists since a is the lil ait of cardinals of  I.~, 
hence the limit of  regular cardinals of  L~,. Let 66 = iR e :c ~ 8} . Note 
that for all i < a, Rp( 0 = R i. Clearly o('3~ s ) "~ e(d~ ) = 8. Let o = 8, 
Assume by induction that for all ), -< 8. card (T~x) < 3' and Rp(h) is 
pemaanently discharged. Then by Lemma 2. i, card (T°(C~ 8 )) < 3'. By 
Lemma 2.2, card (T~6) < 3'. But now we see that 66 satisfies the hypo- 
thesis of Lemma 2.1, hence card (T°(c$6)) < 3'. so 7"°(66 ) is a-finite, 
But by (2.2) and the choice of ,~, we see that 3" = {r : r >- o and Rp{a) 
requires attention at stage r} _C /x'(d 8 ): and since 3" is a-recursive, 9" is 
a-finite. Hence there is a ;tage o I such that for all r >_ o ! . Rp¢6) does 
not require attent io,  =*. stage r; so Rp(a} is permanently discharged. 
Note that by (2.6), we can continue the induction. 
Case 2. La has a greatest car{linal, mad a* < a. Let fbe  the -,v I func- 
tion generating the priorities. Then if r /< a*, . f (~x : x < a ) )n  {x :x < r? } 
is an a-r.e, set bounded by an ordinal < a*, hence a-finite. Thus o{-~ n 
exists. We proceed by induction on 18 : 6 < a* !. Note that a* is the 
greatest cardinal of La. At step 8 of the induction, let 3' be a regular 
infinite cardinal of L,~ such that 3' > 8. if a* is a regular cardinal of L a, 
then we can choose 3, = a*, and if a* is a singular cardinal of  L a, ¢t* is 
the limit of regular cardinals of  L~,, so 3" exists. Let 6 ~ = {Rpo ) : i <- 8 ~. 
We have shown that o(c~6 ) and o(d~ ) are both defined and by (2.5). 
o(C~n ) < o(dn ). Let o = o(cf s ). We now proceed as in the second para- 
graph of Case 1, noting that by (2.5} and (2.6), we can always continue 
the induction. 
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CS.lse 3. L~ has ;! greatest cardinal/3, and the priorities are generated 
by a tame E 2 funct ion f :  a--, {x :x < 13- ~). If r /< ~3. ~, then by (1.3) i 
and (1.4), o(q~,~) is defined. We proceed by induction on {5 • 6 </3" ~ ). 
For  all rl ~ ~, let eS,~ = ,Rv(~ : i <_ 7/;.. We have shown that for all such 
T/, o(q~,~) and o(e3,~) exist. For 0 ~ ;k < 3, let 3'x be the least regular car- 
dinal o f  L,~ which is > ~,. We assume by induction that for  all ~, < 5, 
Rv(x) is permanently discharged, and 
(2.13) lbr all k< 8, there is a o such that T~(c~x)--: 0; and 
(2.14) if 5 = 13- v + ~. r />  O. and TO(cS~.v) has been enumerated by 
stage o and o >_ o(e3 ~ ), then for all ~. such that/3- v ~ ;k < 6, 
- card (T~x) < 3'x. 
We now procecd with the induction. 
/i = 0. Immediate from Lemma 2.2 for c5 o, letting o = o(c~ 0) and 
3' -" co. (2.13) and (2.14) follow immediately for 5 = 1. 
5 = 13' t, + rt. 0 < 7? < ft. Let o I be the o of  (2.13) for ~. = 13" t,, and 
let o = max(t h , o(ci~)). Let q¢~ =q~ - {Rp( 0 " i<  fl" l~ } and let 
,3 ~ = eS~ - ! Rp( 0 : i < ft. v ). Note that by choice of  o, h, </3.  v implies 
T~x = 0, Hence/~(  ~ ) =/~(q~)  and T°(ci~) = ~(c i~) .  Note that by 
(2.14) the induction hypothesis for the second paragraph of  Case 1 is 
satisfied. We proceed as in the secor~d paragraph of  Case 1, replacing 3' 
' ,  (2.13) and (2.14) fo r6  + 1 fol low by 7n,q~ ~ byC~ and cf~ byd~ 
immediately fore (2.5) and (2.6). 
5 =/3" v. v =/a' + 1. Let o I be the o of (2.13) for ~ =/3" ta', and let 
o = max(o 1 , o( 6~ )). Since t3 is the limit o f  the { 3, n • rl </3), by (2.14), 
card (7~) </8 for all ~ such that/3, ia' <- ri < 6, LetCR'~ =~ - iRp( 0 : 
i <~/3" la'). Since ~* = a, there is no one-one a-recursive funct ion 
g : a ~ ix "x </3,/3~. Hence by Le~mna 2.3 applied to~ ~, the order 
type of/x'(9~'~ ) is a-finite. Hence by choice of o and (2.3), T~ is a- 
finite, so Rp(~) is permanently discharged. 
Note that (~,. 13) now follows for ~= 5 + I from (2.5), (2.6). and the 
fact that o was chosen so that T~( ~ ~ ) = 7~(cR~ ) ~ T~ = 7"( '~ ~ ) u 
T° (~ - q~ ) u T~ = Tc'(q~ ) tJ 0 ~ T~ which is a-finite. Also, if o is 
as in (2.14) for ~, = 6 + 1, card (T~) = 0, so (2.14) is easily seen to be 
satisfied. 
/i = ft. ~), ~ a limit ordinal. Le t~ ~ = { Rp(~ : i =/3. #' and #' < v !. 
Let o = o(ci~ ). By (2.13), (2.14), and the fact that for all ~t' <_ v, there 
is no tame v- 2 funct ion g :a  --) ~x :x </3.  la' ;', we can apply Lemma 2.4 
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tog~ and conclude that T~(c~ ) is a-finite. Let o' be such that T° (~ ) 
has been enumerated by stage o'. Assume that there is an i < ~. v such 
that Rp¢ 0 requires attention at stage r > o'. Let j  > i be st)oh that 
] =/3./~' and/~' < v. By (2.2), there is a y <- i such that Rptr. } receives 
attention at stage r, RoO ~ is injured at stage r, and Ro(i) requires attention 
at all stages ," > ~ (because r > o' so Rp(/7 ) never receives attention at 
any stage r' > r). Thus Rot/) will not be permanently discharged, con- 
trary to the induction hypothesis. Hence no such i can exist. Hence by 
(2.3) Rp¢8) is permanently discharged; in fact there is a o" >- o' such 
that for all ~, < 8, Rp, fx ~ has been permanently discharged by stage o". 
Since T °'' (d ~ ) = T ° (oR 6 ) u T~'", (2.13) is satisfied for X = 5 + 1. Also, 
i fo  is as in (2.14) for ;k = 8 + 1, card ( /~)  = 0 so (2.14) is also satisfied 
for ~.= 8 + 1. 
This compietes the proof for Case 3. 
Case 4. L,, has a greatest cardinal/~, a* = a and priorities are generated 
by the identizy function. We proceed by induction on 15 : 8 < a}. 
Let d 6 = {Rp( 0 : i  <_ 8). Note that a(<'/~ 6 ) < o(cJ~ ) = 8 for all 6 < a. 
We assume by induction that Rptx)-= Rx is permanently discharged for 
all ~,< 5. Let o = o(o3,). Since there is no tame Z2 function g:a-* ~x:x < 
/~. v} for any v <__ 8, by Lemma 2.4, /~(c~, ) is a-finite. Let a' >+ o be 
such that T°(°~ 6 ) has been enumerated by stage a'. Then by (2.3). T~, 
is finite, hence Rp(6) is penamnentty discharged. 
This completes the pro)of of the theorem. 
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§ 3. Embeddings in the ~-r.e. ~-degrees 
A partially ordered set (P, <-') is a-recursive if there ;s a one-one onto 
map h : P ~ (x : x </~} = S where 5 <- ~, and an a-recursive relation R 
on S x S such that yRz  if and only if h -1 (y) <_' h-1 (z). (P, <_') is said 
to be a-fi,rite if S is an a-finite set. 
Since "~ is an equivalence relation on the subsets of a, we can define 
the ~-de~rees a  the equivalence classes of the subsets of a under <_,~. 
The a-degrees form an upper semilattice, i.e., a partially ordered set 
such that, any two elements have a least upper bound. Let the order re- 
lation on the K-degrees be ~. a is called an a-r.e, a-degree if a is an a- 
degree containing an a-r.e, set. 
Theorem 3.1. Let a be an admissible ordinal, and let (P, <-') be any a- 
ib~ite partially ordered set. Then there is a subset W o f  the a-r. e. a-de- 
grees Sllt'lt that ( IV, ~)  is order isomorphic to (P, <-'). 
Proof. We can assume that tile elements of  P constitute a proper initial 
segment of a, and are partially ordered by the a-recursive relation <_'. 
Let B = {(x, y)  : x ~ P and y E P and x ;~' y }. Then B is K-finite. Hence 
T = {(x, y, O) :(x, y)  ~ B and P < a} is a-recursive, and the lexicogra- 
phical ordering of  T is an a-recursive well-ordering of  T of  order-type a. 
R e will be the requirement {P ,Ay} 4: A x where (x ,y ,  p) is the eth 
triple of  T under the lexicographical ordering. Note that (R e : e < a} is 
an ~-recursive numeration of all the requirements. 
We will give a set of  instructions for a construction. The priorities for 
the construction are generated as in § 2 depending on the properties of 
a. During the course of the construction, fidlowers will be assigned to 
requirements, and other followers will have their assignment to requi- 
rement cancelled. Each requirement will have at most one follower at a 
given stage, and this followe; will either be realized or unrealized. We 
say q follows R e at stage o if q has been assigned to R e before stage o, 
and this assignment has not been cancelled before stage a. We say 
R e - {0:Ay } ~ Ax issatisj?(d at stage o if there is aq  such thatq  is a 
realized follower of  R¢, at stage a and {p;A) a, }a(q) ~ A~(q). In this case 
we say that q satisJ~es R e at stage o. We say that R e has been permanently 
discharged if there is a realized follower q of  R e and a o such that for all 
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r >- o, q satisfies R e at stage r. Finally, we say that R e =- ~ p:Ay~ ~ A x 
requires attent ion at stage o if e,ther 
(3.1) there is an i such that R e =- Rpti, o) and R e is not satisfied at stage 
o and there is a q such that q follows R e at stage o and 
{p;A~,}o(q) is defined; or 
(3.2) there is an i such that R e = Rpti, a~ and there is no q such that q 
follows R e at stage a. 
We now proceed with the construction by induction on the stages 
{o :a<a) .  
Stage O: For all z ~ P, define A 1 = ~. 
Stage o, o > 0: Let R s ---- Rp(m,~ be the req,.lirement of  highest prio- 
rity at stage tr such that (r < 0)(3 6)(r <- 8 < a and ( (n)(R s ~ Rp(n.~ v 
(3 n)(R s = Rp~,,~) and n :/: m))), if such a requirement exists. (Note that 
to decide whether or not R s exists at stage a constitutes an t~-finite 
search, uniformly definable in a.) I fR  s exists, let ~d = (R i :R i has a 
follower p at stage a, and if R i = Rp(k,a) for some k. then k ~ m i'. Can- 
cel all assi£:~;ments of fo!lowers to all Rj E Cl~, and all conditions asso- 
ciated with such R i. I fo  is a limit ordinal, define A~ = U~,<a ,4~. 
Let R e ~ Ra¢~a ) be the requirement of  h.~ghest priority at stage o 
which require5 attention at stage tr, if such a requirement exists. (Note 
that the set of requirements which may require attention at stage a is 
a-finite, uniformly in a.) I f  no such require~nent exists, or if a follower 
ofR  e has already been cancehed at stage o, let A~ +l = Ux,< o A. ~ for all 
z ~ P, and go to the next stage. Otherwise, l:t c5 = t R/ :  R i has a tbllo- 
werp at stage o, and i f  R~ = Rp(k,o~ for some k, then k > i!. Cancel all 
assignments of followers to all R /~ ci, and all conditions associated 
with such R/. Let R e ==- {p ;Ay  ~. ~ .'t x. We say that R e receives attent ion 
at stage o. Adopt Case 1 or Case 2 below according as to whether R c 
satisfies (3.1) or (3.2). 
Case 1. Let q be the unique unrealized follower of  R e at stage o. 
Then {p: Av} o(q) is defined, q now becomes realized. Associate a con- 
dition w~th R e to preserve the computation of (p; A ° }o(q). If 
{O; A~, }o(q) ~ 0, let A °+l = Ux_< o Az ~ for all z ~ P and proceed to the 
next stage. If {/9; Ay} o(q) = 0, let C = {z : z ~ P and z ~'  y 7. (Note that 
C is a-finite.) For all z ~ C, let A~ '+t = Ox<o AXz u {q}, and for all 
z ~ P -C ,  let A~ '÷l = Ux< a Az ~. Now proceed to the next stage. 
Case 2. Let q be the least u < a such that u >- o, u ~ any ordinal 
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which has been assignedas a follower before stage o, and such that u is 
not in any existing condit ion. (Note that any condit ion in existence at 
stage o can just contain ordinals < o: so in fact q = o3 Assign q to fol low 
R e. q is unrealized, For all z ~:- P, let A. °+l = Ux< o A x. Now proceed to 
the next stage. 
This completes the construction. (Note that the construction is a con- 
struction in the sense of § 2.) 
For all z ~ P, let A z = Ua< ~ A~. Note that r ~ A z ~ (3 o)( r  ~ A~ ), 
hence A z is an a-r.e, set for 'all z ~ F. Let W = {A z : z E P}. We must 
show that the map z ~ A z is an order isomorpifism of (P ,  <-') and 
~I¢,<_). 
Lemma 3.2. For  a / /z  E P, A z is regular. 
Proof. Fix z E P and ta < a. To calculate A z I u , first go through the con- 
struction to stage/a, l fq  ~ A,  I u, then q must have been appointed as a 
follower before stage/a. Let R e -: Rp(i,u~ be the rcquirement o f  highest 
priority at stage ta such that R e has a fol lower p at stage/a, and 
p ~ A, -- A u if such a requirement exists. If no such requirement 
exists, then A z I~, = Az u lu and since the construction isa-effective, Az u I u 
is a-finite, hence A z is regular. 
If R e exists, let p be the fol lower of  R e at stage p, and let u be the 
least stage such that p ~ A~'. Note that/a < o. Note also, that for all 
n <- i and all r such that / l  <_ r <_ o, the requirement of  priority n at 
stage r is the requirement of  priority n at state ~t: else p would be can- 
called before being placed in A z . Let q be a fol lower of  R s " - -  Rp(m,u) at 
stage/z. I f  m < i, then q c A,  if and only if q ~ A~z, by choice of R e. I f  
m > i and R s = Rptk, o), then k > i. Since R e receives attent ion at stage 
o - I, q is cancalled as a fol lower at stage o - i. Hence q ~ A z I u if and 
only i fq  ~ A ° I u. Hence A z lu = A~' 1~, an:l since the construct ion is a- 
effective, A z I u is a-finite, hence A z is regular. 
l,emma 3.3. b~)r all x, y ~ P. x ~ '  ), ,-, A x ~ Ay . 
Proof. Assume x ~ '  y and A x <- Ay for some x, y ~ P. Then there is a 
ta < a such that {~t; Ay} = Ax ,  and there is a requirement R e =- Rpo  ) =- 
{ia:Ay} 4~ A x.  Let c~ = {Rpck) : k <_ i}. By Theorem 2.6, o(c~) exists 
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and R e is permanently discharged, so there is a o where o (~)  < a < ~, 
such that for all r >- o, R e does not require attention at stage r. Since 
o >- o(c~), Rptk) - Rptk, r) for all r >-- a, and k _< i. Therefore, since R e 
does not require attention at stage r for all r >- o, there exists a q < a 
such that for all r >- o, q follows R e at stage r. If {la:Ay}(q) is undefined, 
then since Ax(q)  is defined, {/a: Ay} ¢ A x yielding a contradiction. 
We must lherefore assume tb.at {p; Ay } (q} is defined. By Lemma 3.2, 
Ay is regular, so there is a O < ~ such that lbr all r wh~zre p ~ r < a, 
{/a; A~,} r(q) = {/~: Ay }(q). Let 3, be the stage at which q is as~signed to 
R e as an unrealized follower. Since q is never cancelled, h >_ o(q~ ). 
Since {~; A~} (q) is defined for a!! sufficiently large r, and since R e is 
permanently discharged, there is a u > ?~ such that q becomes realized 
at stage ~,. But then ~,Ay '  • ~' i~(q) is defined, and a condition is associated 
with R e to protect this computation. Since u > cc~)  and q is never 
cancelled, if Rp(k,r) receives attention at stage r ~" ~r some r ~ ~, then 
k >_ t. Hence no follower which is placed in Ay after stage t~ can be in 
the condition associated with R e at stage v. Therefore. ~ • ' ~' ,ta,,4r},,(q} --- 
{P;Av}(q). But at stage t~, wc insure t.hat ~/~: ,,tv'~ , (q)a: A~(q} = A~.(q}. 
Hence {p;Ay } (q} ¢ A x (q) yielding the desired contradiction. 
Lemma 3.4. l:br all x. y ~ P, x ~'  y ~ A x <_ Av " 
Proof. Let x ,y  ;~ P, x <_' y. ~,ssume x~c want to know i fS  c Ax (S ~ Ax } 
where S is an ~-!'inite set. l.et q be the least r such that r > s for all 
s ~ S. By Lemma 3.2, there is a o such that ,4 ° Iq =: A v Iq- and such a o 
can be found effectively from Ay,  Fix the least such o. By the construc- 
tion, i fp  is placed in A x at stage r, then p is placed in Ay at stage T, 
hence A~ Iq =A x Iq. ~ut once x~e have o, we can decide effectively if 
SC_,A~ (SC_Ax)~ 
Tlleorem 3. I m~w follows immediately from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 
3.4. 
An zipper semitattice is a triple <P, <_', O'> such that P is a set, ~ '  is a 
partial ordering of P, and U' is a function U ' :P  x P ~ P such that 
U'(x, y) is the least upper bour~d o fx  and y under <-', If ?= <P, <_', U'> 
andC~ = <R, <-", O"> are two upper semilattices, we say that ? andg~ 
are upper semilattice isomorphic if there is a :kmction h such that h is a 
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one-one map fron~ P onto R such that i fx ,  y ~ P then x <_'y if and 
only if h(x).<-" h(),), and if x, y ~ P, h(U'(x, y))= U"(h(x), h(y)). Note 
that the a-r.e, a-degrees form an upper semilattice generated by <-, for 
all admissible a. Let LI be the least upper bound function on the o~-r.e. 
~x-degrees. 
Theorem 3.5. Let a be an admissible ordinal, and let (P, <-', U') be an 
upper semilattice which is ~-finite as a partially ordered set. Then there 
is a subset I¢ o f  the :~-:e. a-degrees uch that (W, <_, t.l> is upper semi- 
lattice isomorphi," to (P, <-', U'). 
Proof. We do the construction as in Theorem 3.1, We need only to show 
that i fx ,y  ~ Pand z = U'(x, y), then A x U Ay = A z . Since x ~'  z ,y  .<_' z, 
by Lemma 3.4, A x <- A z , Ay .<- A z , hence A x LI A~, <_ A z . 
Conversely, assume we want to know i fS  ~ A z (S c_ Az ) where S is 
an a-finite set, Let q be the least r such that r > s for all s ~ S. By ap- 
plying Lemma 3.2 twice, there is a o such that A~ I~, = A x Iq and 
,4 ° Iq = Ay  lq ; and the least such o can be found effectively from " y 
A x U Ay. Fix the least such o. I fp  follows R e - {/a;A~,} ~ A w at stage 
r, and p is placed .;n some A u at stage r, then p is placed in all A u such 
that It ~ '  O at stage "r. Also, i fx  -<-' o and y <_' v, then z <_' v. Hence p is 
placed in A~ at stage ~" if and only if either p is placed in A x at stage r
or p is placed in A3, at stage r. Hence A~ Iq = A z Iq. But once we have t~, 
we can decide effectively i fS  c_. Az (S c_ Az) so A z <- A x U Ay. Thus 
A z = Av O Ay and the theo,~m is proved. 
We conclude with several remarks. We first note that in Theorem 3.1 
and Theorem 3.4, we can re,~lace ~-finite with a-recursive. ~ The con- 
struction of ! A x :x E P } must be modified so that we a-recursively 
approximate to~P via a sequence of a-finite subsets of P whose union is 
P, and such that the partlat oroering of the tx-finite subsets of P is inhe- 
rited from tile partial ordering of  P. 
t We get, as an immediate corollary, that the cardinality of the c~-r.e, a-degrees must be the same 
as the cardinality of ~. 
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Finally, if we define an a-r.e, set is subgeneric as in [5], we can con- 
struct all the A x such that x ~ P in Theorem 3.1 (and Theorem 3.5) to 
be subgeneJJc. This would involve putting new requirements into the 
const~.~ction asin Sacks-Simpson [6], to guarantee that the sets con- 
structed are subgeneric, and proving a stronger version of  the priority 
lemma, which can be done. 
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